UNITY CONTACT CENTER – EMAIL SETUP
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Setting up a Queue

In the Kakapo Portal go to Contact Center and then click Queues and Add Queue then enter an
identifier and a name for the queue. The identifier is not seen by customers and cannot be
modified so please make sure the correct identifier is used.
Select from the list of restrictions and set the time zone for that queue. Click “Add Queue”. To
then make changes in that queue select “View” against the queue name.
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Setting up a Gmail Mailbox

If you are connecting to a Gmail mailbox (and do not have 2 step verification turned on) you will
need to allow access to “Less secure apps”.

To do this either click this link: https://myaccount.google.com/lesssecureapps

Or go to your Google Account and click Security on the left hand menu.
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Scroll down, click “Turn on access” and then slide the toggle to ON.

Please note, you may receive an email informing you that you have turned on access for less
secure apps.

Two Step verification
If you have the 2 step verification turned on for the Google account, then you will not be able to
allow access to less secure apps.

You will need to either turn it off and toggle the button to allow less secure apps. Or create an app
password and use it instead of your original password in the Kakapo portal when adding the
Email media stream.

Steps to generate app password for Unity:

1) Go to Google Account, click on security
2) Scroll down to “Signing in to Google” and click “App passwords”
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3) Select “Custom” from the drop down menu and label the app “Unity Contact Center”

4) Click “Generate” and copy the app password shown, then use this password instead of
your normal Gmail password when creating the media stream.
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Adding an Email Media Stream

To set up an Email click Media Streams in the Queue section and then click Add Media Stream.
Select IMAP Mailbox from the drop down menu, then enter the relevant Email configuration and
any automatic responses.

At the bottom of the media stream profile page you can brand the Email signature and out of
office replies, as shown below.
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Adding a Routing Phase

A routing phase is a rule that instructs the contact center who to alert when a new Email
conversation comes in. Routing phases are managed through the contact center media stream
menu, as shown below.

To add a new routing phase click “Add Phase”, fill in the required fields, add the desired users
and then click Add Phase.

You have now successfully created an Email media stream, the agents assigned to the queue in
the routing phase should now restart their Unity client. Once they have done that the new
queue/Email media stream will be available in the Personal Wallboard.

Please refer to the full-length user guide for more information and in-depth instructions on setting
up and using Unity Contact Center.
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